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            System parts at a glance

                    Discover the system components of our mobile bar stations and find out which combination best suits your needs. Using the modular principle, mobile counters, back buffets, promotion bars and entire trade fair stands can be put together individually. Follow the links for detailed information on the individual parts. We would also be happy to support you personally in putting together your bar.
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                        Base frames
                    

                                        
                        The standard for event furniture
                    

                    G-Flexx, G-Flexx Mini or G-Raxx. Three types of base frames with different features are available and form the framework for bars, back bars, trolleys, buffet lines or stationary applications.
Patented system millings and standardized mounting points allow G-Rack components to be used on any type of base frame.
Which base frame is best for you depends on your usage, transportation and storage requirements.
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        [image: Base modul G-Raxx for portable bars]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Basic frame for the construction of a mobile bar or backbar]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Different base frames as a basis for mobile bars.]
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                        Back bar
                    

                                        
                        For more presentation space
                    

                    Base frames with front frames can also be used to build backbars with storage space. Instead of the bar top, a back frame is attached to the front frame.
If no storage space is required, two back frames are connected on top of each other and as many as desired next to each other. A stable foot on the floor ensures a secure stand.
Each back bar can be extended in 60 cm increments. Customize backbars with individual branding, shelves, lamps, banners and front signs.


                                                        

                
                    
    
        
            
                                
        [image: G-Flexx Basic Elements to create mobile Bars and backbars]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Raxx Basic Elements for Bars and backbars]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: portable bar and backbar Rick Gin]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack backbar solutions for trade fairs and catering]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack hotel bar J.W. Marriott]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack promotion bar Cellini]
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                        Corner structure
                    

                                        
                        Create 360 degree bars and u-shapes
                    

                    Corner solutions require corner caps, corner cladding, corner work tops and front frames.
The corner assembly set can be installed in just a few steps and is designed for 90° angles.


                                                        

                
                    
    
        
            
                                
        [image: cornered counter G-Flexx]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Flexx fair counter Licor Beirao]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Barconvent Berlin BCB fair counter for Licor Beirao]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack hotel bar J.W. Marriott]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Mobile counter in L-shape with long front panels in black matte.]
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                        Work tops
                    

                                        
                        Organize your workflow
                    

                    Worktops are waterproof and made of white or black hpl full core plates. Several types by 60 cm x 60 cm allow individual setups on your working surface.
Cutouts in the worktops accommodate gn-containers, cutting boards, dispensing columns, water stations and blender flushers, or serve as access to ice boxes or storage areas.
Work tops are fixed to the base frame in just a few simple steps using wing screws integrated in the frame.


                                                        

                
                    
    
        
            
                                
        [image: Mobile cocktail bar with sink and ice box]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Mobile Cocktailbar aufbauen]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Conical special worktops to create a round bar.]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Assambling Worktop at mobile bar]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Water station for mobile cocktail bar]
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        [image: Mobile cocktail bar with different countertops,, pressure sink and water station.]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Equipment of a mobile cocktail bar with ice box and speed rack.]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack worktop variations]
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                        Inserts
                    

                                        
                        Drawers and shelves for storage space organization
                    

                    Pull-outs and shelf supports are hooked into the system milled holes in the base frames. 11 height grids allow flexible and efficient use of the storage space.
Inserts such as shelf supports carry glass racks even without a shelf. Shelves create a continuous storage surface on shelf supports and in pull-out frames. Pull-out frames without shelves hold glass racks or gn-containers. With a shelf, the pull-out can be used for ice boxes or as a storage surface.


                                                        

                
                    
    
        
            
                                
        [image: Drawers for mobile counter]
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        [image: G-Rack corner rails]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Mobile bar on wheels with refrigerator, speedracks and ice box]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack Rack Slide Drawer with GN-container]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack rack slide drawer with GN-container for mobile bars]
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                        Workplace accessories
                    

                                        
                        Flexible positioning
                    

                    With our accessories you can organize your workspace on different levels. Bar top tray and bar top extension extend the working area in the guests field of vision, quiver board and hanging shelf create an additional level between bar top and work top.
GN-containers in the work tops, speedracks, ice boxes and water stations extend your worktop level.


                                                        

                
                    
    
        
            
                                
        [image: Mobile counter with different equipment elements]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Bar equipment for mobile cocktail bar]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Drip tray on counter board for mobile counters]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Bar equipment for mobile counter]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Speedrack for mobile counters]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Bartop extension for mobile cocktail bar]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Luxurious bar setup at a fashion event in Paris.]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Equipment for cocktail bars from G-Rack]
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                        Panelling
                    

                                        
                        Hook in and go
                    

                    Various options are available for the cladding of base frames. With front/side panels a base frame can be clad on all 4 sides. Front panel "long" clads the front frame from the bar top to the floor and hides the socket at the bar front. Front signs and banners can also be used to disguise the front. Sliding doors can be used to close off the storage space of the base frames for easy access. Assembly is quick and requires no tools.


                                                                                                    

                
                    
    
        
            
                                
        [image: G-Flexx with side panels / front panels]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Mobile cocktail bar for Rick Gin with logo and lighting]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: mobile G-Rack bar, long front cladding]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack exhibition counters back wall with special cladding and individual design]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack bar system in use as a buffet.]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: mobile bar with front illumination]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack Outdoor Bar]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack front cladding with digital imprint]
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                        Bar tops
                    

                                        
                        More than just a storage surface
                    

                    The base of our bar tops is a tube frame with a cladding of aluminum. Integrated lamp holders and keder rails allow the accommodation of banners, front signs and various lights.
Bar top trays or bar top extensions can be mounted to the bar top to extend the working area.
Bar tops are available in black, white or a wide range of custom RAL Classic colors.


                                                        

                
                    
    
        
            
                                
        [image: 3D visualization of a bartop]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack Bartop with keder rail]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack Bartop with front branding and lighting]
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        [image: G-Rack cocktail bar with long front panels]
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                        Side applications
                    

                                        
                        Side finish of the Bar Top
                    

                    Side applications extend laterally over the end of the bar top and cover the system millings on the front frame sides of the base frames.
Bar tops are available in black, white or a wide range of special RAL Classic colors.
App 1: angular, straight
App 2: angular, tapered downwards
App 3: rounded, tapered downwards
App 4 & 5: combination of cap and tube


                                                        

                
                    
    
        
            
                                
        [image: G-Rack Side Applications]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack Side Application 2 for mobile cocktailbar]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack Side Application 04 and 05]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack Bar Side Application 02]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack Bar Side Application 01]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack Side Application 04 special]
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                        Lighting
                    

                                        
                        Set the scene for your bar
                    

                    Products in the back sar, your brand logo in the front area or your own workstation - lighting plays an important role at many events.
For the bar front, you can choose between two variants: LED RGB and LED warm white. All components with LED-RGB can be remote controlled, dimmed and offer access to a large range of colors.
Back shelves, bottle shelves and work top lights are supplied in LED warm white. Logos and products can thus be perfectly highlighted.


                                                        

                
                    
    
        
            
                                
        [image: Trade fair booth from G-Rack Mobile Bars at Bar Convent Berlin]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Mobile Bar RGB lighting]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: portable G-Rack bar with illuminated front]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: portable bar Jägermeister]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack hotel bar with lighting J.W. Marriott]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack portable bar with wood cladding and lighting]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: portable bar with RGB lighting]
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                        Banner & front signs
                    

                                        
                        Quick branding changes
                    

                    Banners made of sturdy PVC are available in various formats and can be used both at the front of the bar and laterally -and thus also to extend a back bar.
Front signs made of aluminum dibond are available in different sizes. They can be used as an alternative to front paneling and can be used especially for modular branding and designs.


                                                        

                
                    
    
        
            
                                
        [image: modular combination with G-Rack bars]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: front panel slides into the slot underneath the bartop]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: G-Rack promotion bar with front banner]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: portable G-Rack bar with front banner]
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        [image: portable G-Rack bar with printed front panel]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: portable promotion bar with printed front panels]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: portable G-Rack bar with Frontbanner]
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                        Customizing
                    

                                        
                        Individual solutions
                    

                    Individually developed designs of cladding elements allow you a completely individual appearance without having to forego the advantages and functions of the G-Rack system.
Special coatings, foiling, acrylic glass or mineral materials, moss or real wood, textiles and leather, ceramics or metal - there are few limits to the materials we can use.
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        [image: G-Rack exhibition stand for the Illusionist Gin]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: portable bar and backbar with wood cladding]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: mobile cocktail bar with copper applications]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: mobile bar with real wood fronts and back wall custom construction]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: mobile bar with real tiles and wooden bartop]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: mobile cocktail bar with marble look cladding]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: mobile bar with individual front design in plant optics]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: mobile bar with backlit front design]
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                        Special color
                    

                                        
                        216 timeless colors
                    

                    Standard colors are white (RAL 9016) and black (RAL 9005). With the exception of the base frames, work tops, back frames and accessories made of stainless steel, we can also supply all parts in special colors according to RAL Classic.
We supply bar tops and side applications ex works in black matt microstructure, cladding panels for bars and back bars with glossy surface.
Microstructures or silk-matt color shades for all glossy painted cladding parts are available on request.
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        [image: mobile champagne bar Vranken Pommery]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: mobile bar with cladding in special color]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: mobile cocktail bar with infinity mirror]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

                                                    
                                
        [image: Side application 03 in special color according to RAL Classic]

    




                                    
                                                                    

                            

        

    




                                            




                        
  
      
  
      
  
                                    

                

                    

    



    
        
            

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            
                        
                    
                

            

        

    






                
    
        
            
                Discover our configurator
Put together your individual cocktail station conveniently on your desktop. This is possible with our 3D configurator. Start with a template, which you can filter according to the features you need. Then customize the template, upload your own designs and share the configuration with your team. 
>> Start configuration
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